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Abstract
T h e o bje c t iv e s o f t h is t h e s is w e re t o e xp l o re d if f e re n t a p p ro ac h e s t o imp ro v e e ne rg y e f ﬁ c ie nc y
and colour quality, and to ﬁ nd out the subjective preference of LED ofﬁ ce lighting. Four
approaches (optimization of LED spectra, lighting retroﬁtting, hue-heat hypothesis, and smart
indoor lighting control) were studied for energy efﬁ ciency and colour quality improvement.
Two experiments, one in lighting booths and the other in an ofﬁ ce room, were conducted to
examine subjective preferences.
In the optimization of LED spectra, simulation work and subjective preference studies
c o nd uc t e d in l ig h t ing bo o t h s s ug g e s t e d t h at p re f e rre d c o mp l e x L E D s p e c t ra (re al iz e d wit h 9 t o
11 different types of LEDs) found in previous user acceptance studies can be optimized both for
efﬁ ciency and cost without sacriﬁ cing the colour quality of the light. The lighting retroﬁ tting
case study showed that by replacing T8 ﬂ uorescent luminaires with LED luminaries, and the
LED luminaries with inbuilt control systems, energy savings of up to 38% and 68% respectively,
can be achieved with improvement of lighting quality and user satisfaction. The experiment
conducted to test the hue-heat hypothesis using different correlated colour temperatures
(CCTs) of white light did not provide support for the existence of a general correlation between
CCT and thermal sensation or thermal comfort and indicated that people felt thermally more
comfortable in an indoor workplace at the CCT of 4000 K than at the CCT of 2700 K or 6200
K. A methodology to incorporate data from lighting studies relating colour quality to comfort
and productivity to the building automation system has been proposed and demonstrated.
The subjective preferences in terms of illuminance and CCT and the CCT preference of three
ethnic groups (Asian, European, and African) for LED ofﬁ ce lighting were investigated in an
ofﬁ ce room. Nine different lighting situations (combining 300 lx, 500 lx, and 750 lx with 3000
K, 4000 K, and 5000 K) were compared. The combination of 750 lx with 4000 K was
statistically signiﬁ cantly preferred over the other combinations for LED ofﬁ ce lighting. It was
also found that the CCT of 4000 K was preferred over the CCT of 3000 K for ofﬁ ce lighting at
30 0 l x, 5 0 0 l x, and 7 5 0 l x. Th e re s ul t s ind ic at e d t h at t h e imp res sio n o f brig h t ne s s , t h e f e e l ing o f
stimulation, and the impression of spaciousness in ofﬁ ce room increases with increased CCT.
The study also showed that for ofﬁ ce lighting the European group prefer the CCT of 4000 K,
and with the Asian and African groups the preference between 4000 K and 5000 K depends
upon illuminance levels.
K e y w o r d s light emitting diode, energy efﬁ ciency, colour quality, lighting preference,
correlated colour temperature, ofﬁ ce lighting
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Introduction

1.1

Background

The energy demand for lighting is rapidly growing due to population and
economic growth. By 2030, the global electricity consumption for lighting is
expected to grow to around 4 250 TWh, an alarming increase of more than 40%
within 25 years [1]. The amount of electricity consumption for lighting in
buildings depends on many factors including building type and function, the
technology used and climate. In commercial buildings, lighting represents
generally about 20% to 40% of electricity demand [2]. The electricity
consumption for lighting in European office buildings is about 50% of their total
electricity consumption [3]. To meet the increased demand for lighting either
more energy needs to be supplied or the energy efficiency of lighting should be
improved.
Energy efficiency in lighting is a way of managing and restraining the growth
of energy consumption for lighting without compromising the users’ lighting
need. Lighting systems have been identified with significant improvement
potential for energy efficiency [4]. Currently, there is a wide range of more
efficient lighting technologies available which offer improvements in lamp and
luminaire technology and lighting control. The energy efficiency of a light source
is typically characterized by using luminous efficacy, which is the ratio of the
luminous flux emitted to the electrical power consumed by the source [5]. The
luminous efficacy of a light source depends upon both the conversion efficiency
from electrical power to optical power called radiant efficiency and the
conversion factor from optical power to luminous flux called the luminous
efficacy of radiation (LER).
Presently, the white light emitting diode (LED) has become a popular
candidate to replace conventional light sources in many lighting applications.
The main reason for using white LEDs in many lighting applications is the
potential of substantial energy savings. The luminous efficacy of white LEDs has
increased significantly from 5 lm/W in 1996 to 150 lm/W in 2010 [6]. In 2013,
the luminous efficacy of commercially available LED luminaires reached 131
lm/W [7]. Cree demonstrated an LED concept luminaire with the efficacy of 200
lm/W (CIE CRI = 80, CCT =3000 K) [8] and an LED chip with the efficacy of
303 lm/W at the CCT of 5150 K in 2014 [9]. This indicates that LED technology
is still developing fast and further improvements of the luminous efficacy of
white LEDs is possible. On the other hand, most of other conventional light
13
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sources are generally considered mature technologies with less opportunity for
improved efficiency.
Properly controlled lighting in a space minimizes the energy consumption of
lighting without compromising user lighting need. Lighting control systems
enable providing the right amount of light where it is needed and when it is
needed. The occupancy control strategy and the daylight linked control strategy
are established energy efficient lighting control strategies. LED lighting offers
greater freedom in the tunability or controllability of lighting.
The colour quality of light source is an important characteristic to be
considered when using a light source for indoor lighting [10]. The colour
appearance of the light itself and the ability of emitted light to render objects’
colour are two important properties for describing the colour quality of a light
source. In current practice, the correlated colour temperature (CCT) and the
CIE colour rendering index (CIE CRI) are metrics used to describe the colour
quality of a light source.
Lighting, through visual and non-visual pathways in the brain, influences
the performance of occupants through several mechanisms such as visual
performance, visual ambience, visual comfort, and stimulation [11]. For
instance, lighting that improves the visual comfort of occupants’ influences
performance because of increased concentration. The aesthetic judgements
(assessments of the appearance of the space or the lighting) suitable for the
needs of occupants in a space play an essential role in providing quality lighting
in the space [12]. The performance of the occupants can increase with the
quality of light [13].
The cost of employing people in an office is significantly higher than the cost
of operating lighting systems [14], [15]. Therefore, compared to the savings gain
through a huge improvement in the energy efficiency of office lighting, the
savings gain through a slight improvement in the performance of office workers
significantly increases the profitability of an office. Thus, in addition to energy
efficiency improvements, it is essential to improve the quality of office lighting
as it enhances the performance of office workers.

1.2

The aim of the work

The aim of this work was to improve LED office lighting by investigating
different approaches for energy efficiency and colour quality improvement, and
subjective preferences.
The first objective was to explore approaches for energy efficiency and colour
quality improvement in LED office lighting. The approaches under study were:
the optimization of LED spectra, lighting retrofitting, hue-heat hypothesis and
smart indoor lighting control. The second objective was to find out the
subjective preferences for LED office lighting. Subjective preference of LED
spectra and subjective preference of LED office lighting in terms of CCT and
illuminance were studied. In addition, the CCT preferences of three ethnic
groups (European, Asian, and African) were investigated.
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2.1

Energy efficiency improvement

Indoor lighting has significant improvement potential for energy efficiency.
Adapting purely technological options such as the use of the most energy
efficient light sources and the use of lighting controls in indoor lighting lead to
significant energy savings [2]. At the moment, white LEDs are one of the most
energy efficient light sources. White LEDs are gradually replacing other
conventional light sources in many lighting applications.
One of the areas for improvement in the luminous efficacy of white LEDs is to
optimize the spectra of white LEDs for higher luminous efficacy of radiation
(LER). LER is the conversion efficiency from optical power to luminous flux
which represents the amount of useful light in lumens obtained from the
spectrum of a light source per optical power [16]. For a monochromatic light
source, LER is equal to the eye sensitivity function V (λ) multiplied by 683 lm/W
[16]. The theoretical maximum LER of 683 lm/W with monochromatic
radiation is achieved at the wavelength of 555 nm [17]. A monochromatic light
source, as efficient as it might be, would be unacceptable in indoor lighting
because it provides no colour differentiation [17], [18]. One approach for
producing white light from LEDs is to mix the light of different single colour
LEDs in appropriate proportions (CM-LEDs) and other approach is by down
conversion of the emission from blue or UV LED to longer wavelength light
using phosphors (PC-LEDs) [10], [17]. The United States Department of Energy
(DOE) has projected a luminous efficacy goal of 250 lm/W for LED package with
CM-LEDs and of 247 lm/W for PC-LEDs [7]. In CM-LEDs, LER generally
decreases with increasing numbers of LEDs [19], [20]. Theoretically,
dichromatic white light sources are the most efficient, however they are not
suitable for general lighting applications because of poor colour rendering
performance [21]. The theoretical maximum LER of white light that could be
obtained with a pair of monochromatic emitters is about 420 lm/W for a CCT
of 6500 K and more than 500 lm/W for lower CCTs [16]. Žukauskas et al. [19]
analysed optimal solid-state lamps composed of two, three, four, and five
different LEDs and showed that a dichromatic LED lamp offer high efficacy
(430 lm/W) with a general CIE CRI close to zero, while a trichromatic LED lamp
offer the LER of 366 lm/W with a CIE CRI value of 85. Ohno [10] analysed
various LED models generated through simulation and showed that a white
LED spectra with a CIE CRI value of 80 can be modelled with three LEDs that
yield an LER of 409 lm/W, however, the spectra exhibits very poor rendering of
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red colour (R9 = -90). The author demonstrated that it is possible to achieve an
LER of 370 lm/W with three LEDs having very good colour rendering properties
(CIE CRI = 89, R9 =65) [10]. Coltrin et al. [22] have shown theoretically that an
LED spectra with a CIE CRI of 90 can be modelled using four discrete
wavelengths that yield an LER of 408 lm/W. The United States Department of
Energy (DOE) has estimated the maximum attainable LER of 394 lm/W for a
white LED spectra at the CCT of 2700 K with a CIE CRI of 95 and 356 lm/W for
a white LED spectra at the CCT of 5000 K with a CIE CRI of 95 [7].
Accurately designed lighting controls have greater potential for energy savings
than an increase in light source efficacies [23]. The European standard
EN 15193 [24] has specified corrective factors for the adoption of lighting
controls in the calculation of lighting energy. The potential savings gain
calculated through calculation is generally higher than the savings gain in actual
installations [25]. The energy savings potential of the use of occupancy based
lighting control typically ranges from 20% to 75% depending on numerous
factors including building type, space occupancy profile, occupant behaviour,
sensor selection, and applied time delay setting [26]–[28]. By utilizing a
daylight linked lighting control strategy about 30% to 77% energy savings can
be achieved [29]–[32]. The potential energy savings with daylight-linked
control depend on many factors such as daylight availability, building and
window design, site orientation and required illuminance. In corridor spaces
with low illuminance requirements and high daylight availability, energy
savings as high as 93% can be achieved [33]. Williams et al. [25] performed a
comprehensive analysis of energy savings of lighting controls used in
commercial building based on the review of 88 scientific papers and case studies
related to energy savings from lighting controls. The authors concluded that
individual lighting control in actual installations save on average between one
quarter and one third of lighting energy, while multiple approaches save nearly
40% of lighting energy.
Retrofitting the old lighting systems in existing buildings is another option to
improve the energy efficiency of indoor lighting. Di Stefano [34] reported that
by replacing existing fluorescent lighting systems (T12) at Melbourne University
with electronic ballast, T8 magnetic (32 W), T8 electronic (32 W), and T5
electronic (21 W) systems would result in energy savings of 13.9%, 20.5%,
24.4%, and 64.9% respectively. Mahlia et al. [35] investigated potential energy
savings by retrofitting the existing fluorescent lighting systems (T12) with T8
electronic (18/36W), HPT8 electronic (17/32W) and T5 electronic (14/28W)
systems in the campus buildings of the University of Malaya. The authors found
that the T8 electronic, the HPT8 and the T5 electronic system reduce energy
consumption up to 17%, 31% and 40% respectively. Ryckaert et al. [36] found
that by replacing T8 fluorescent lamps with retrofitted LED lamps in an office
room would bring energy savings up to 70%, however, the mean illuminance
level was reduced by 50%. The above mentioned studies [34]–[36] did not
evaluate the change in users’ satisfaction due to the lighting retrofit.
Another possible area with opportunities to improve energy efficiency in
indoor lighting is the possible association between light colour and thermal
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perception called the hue-heat hypothesis. Studies to test the hue-heat
hypothesis have utilized coloured lights [37]–[40], coloured walls [41], coloured
cylinders [42], and coloured goggles [43]. Studies that utilized coloured light to
test the hue-heat hypothesis have led to conflicting conclusions. Houghten et al.
[37] conducted a study wherein two subjects’ judgements of thermal comfort as
well as their oral and skin temperatures were recorded while watching a screen
illuminated by red, blue, or white light for seven hours. The results did not show
the light colour effects on thermal comfort. Berry [38] performed an experiment
in a room illuminated with five different colour (amber, yellow, white, green,
and blue) lighting produced through fluorescent tubes and coloured filters,
where twenty-five subjects were asked to decide when they felt “uncomfortably
warm” as the temperature of room was increased. The author did not find any
significant difference between the discomfort indices under the five different
coloured lighting conditions. Fanger et al. [39] showed a difference in thermal
sensation of 0.4°C depending on the illumination of a room by either blue or red
light. Albers et al. [40] found yellow lights being perceived as warmer than blue
lights in an aircraft-like environment. Existing research is ambiguous regarding
the association between coloured light and thermal perception, and the
different ways of manipulating colour and response types employed in previous
studies complicate the comparability between studies. The studies [37]–[40]
used coloured light which does not have any practical application in most indoor
work environments. Revisiting the hue-heat hypothesis with the CCT of white
light is required before considering a lighting implementation for energy
savings inside the buildings.

2.2

Metrics to measure the colour quality of light source

The colour appearance of the light emitted from a light source and the ability of
emitted light to render objects’ colour are two important properties for
describing the colour quality of a light source. The colour appearance of the light
emitted from a light source is often described by the correlated colour
temperature (CCT). Moreover, the distance from the chromaticity coordinates
of a light source to the Planckian locus also affects the colour appearance of the
light source. The chromaticity coordinate of illumination should preferably be
very close to the Planckian locus since greenish or pinkish white light is not
acceptable for indoor lighting [10]. In 2008, the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) officially defined Duv as “the distance from the chromaticity
coordinate of the test light source to the closet point on the Planckian on the
CIE (u', 2/3 v') coordinates, with a plus sign for above and a minus sign for
below the Planckian locus” [44]. Studies [45], [46] have found that Duv values
also affect the preference for LED spectra.
The CIE has defined colour rendering as the “effect of an illuminant on the
colour appearance of objects by conscious or subconscious comparison with
their colour appearance under a reference illuminant” [47]. In 1965, the CIE
recommended the procedure of measuring and specifying the colour rendering
of light sources based on a test sample method, which rates the colour rendering
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properties of a light source in terms of the CIE colour rendering index (CRI)
[47]. Despite its prominence, the CIE CRI became problematic when evaluating
the colour rendering performance of white light sources particularly for
non-smooth and narrowband sources such as tri-band fluorescent lamp and
white LEDs [48]. The CIE has acknowledged the problems and shortcomings
with the CIE CRI and established technical committees (TC) several times to
tackle the problems and to develop proper metric(s). The CIE TC 1-69 (Color
Rendition by White light Sources) was one such committee established in 2006
to investigate new methods for assessing the colour rendition properties of
white light sources used for illumination, including solid-state light sources,
with the goal of recommending new assessment procedures. Nine different
metrics have been proposed to the CIE TC 1-69 [45]: (1) Rank-order based
colour rendering index (RCRI), (2) Feeling of contrast index (FCI), (3)
CRI-CAM02UCS, (4) Colour quality scale (CQS), (5) Harmony rendering index
(HRI), (6) Memory colour rendering index (MCRI), (7) Categorical colour
rendering index (CCRI), (8) Gamut area index (GAI) and CIE CRI, and (9)
Monte Carlo method of assessment.
Guo and Houser [49] investigated the correlation among nine metrics based
on simulation and proposed the sum z-score of the nine colour rendering
metrics to provide information about the colour rendering capabilities of a light
source. Bodrogi et al. [50] found that CRI-CAM02UCS and CQS predicted
greater and RCRI predicted generally lower colour rendering scores than the
CIE CRI. Rea and Freyssinier-Nova [51] demonstrated that CIE CRI and GAI
together can ensure subjective judgements of naturalness, vividness and colour
discrimination. Smet et al. [52] evaluated thirteen different metrics and found
that MCRI correlated highly with perceived appreciation (preference or
attractiveness), while the combination of CIE CRI and GAI correlated highly
with perceived naturalness. A study conducted by Ryckaert et al. [53] found that
CQS and MCRI values did not show consistency with subjective evaluations.
Pousset et al. [54] found that visual subjective rankings for the LED light
sources were not in line with the ranking provided by CQS. GAI described
perceived attractiveness and CQS described perceived naturalness better than
other metrics in a visual experiment conducted by Jost-Boissard et al. [55]. The
preferred LED SPDs found in studies by Dangol et al. [45] and Islam et al. [46]
were characterized by a high CQS colour preference scale (Qp) and a high CQS
gamut area scale (Qg). Smet et al. [56] optimized simulated and real tri- and
tetrachromatic LED clusters for LER and MCRI and conducted user acceptance
studies with an optimized LED lamp.
The colour quality of a light source is a complex term which includes several
aspects such as: visual appreciation, colour fidelity, naturalness, vividness,
colour harmony, visual clarity, and colour discrimination [57]. One single
metric cannot fully encapsulate all the aspects of the colour quality of light
sources, providing a complete description of a person’s perception of the colour
quality of a light source [49], [51]. Houser et al. [58] analysed twenty-two
metrics including those considered by the CIE TC 1-69 and found that one
measure of colour fidelity and one measure of relative gamut can provide the
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most information about the colour rendering properties of light sources. The
CIE realized that only one colour fidelity metric does not assess all the aspects
of the colour quality of a light source. In 2012, the CIE established two new TCs:
CIE TC 1-90 (Colour Fidelity Index) to recommend a single colour fidelity index
and CIE TC 1-91 (New Methods for Evaluating the Colour Quality of White-Light
Sources) to develop colour preference metric(s). The CIE technical committees
are still working to recommend new and more suitable metric(s) to describe the
colour quality of light sources. In 2015, the Illuminating Engineering Society of
North America (IESNA) published “IES TM-30-15” for evaluating light source
colour rendition. The IES TM-30-15 method includes a fidelity index (Rf), a
relative-gamut index (Rg), and colour vector and distortion graphics that
visually present information about hue and saturation [59].

2.3

Visual effects and preference of illuminance and CCT

In 1941, when fluorescent lighting had just emerged, Kruithof [60] conducted a
study to identify “pleasing” combinations between CCT and illuminance level.
The results of the study, popularly known as “Kruithof curve”, suggests that
people find high CCTs more pleasant at high illuminance levels and low CCTs
more pleasant at low illuminance levels. Later in 1967, Bodmann [61]
demonstrated that the Kruithof curve holds true only for illuminance levels
greater than 3000 lx. The lamps used in the studies [60], [61] had large
differences in their CIE CRI values. In 1990, Boyce and Cuttle [62] and Davis
and Ginthner [63] concluded that the CCT of light sources with good colour
rendering had little effect on people’s impression of lighting. Manav [64]
conducted a study in 2007 on the appraisal of the visual environment of offices
using fluorescent lamps (CIE CRI = 80) and found that both colour temperature
and illuminance had affected the visual appeal of the office room. In 2009,
Vienot et al. [65] using LEDs modules (CIE CRI= 90) in a lighting booth found
that subjective sensations of bright, clear, and glaring increases with an increase
of CCT and the subjective sensation of pleasant, comfortable, relaxing and warm
increases when CCT decreases. Lin et al. [66], in 2012, using LED lighting (CIE
CRI > 90) in an office room found that CCT had significant effect on the
impression of brightness. In 2013, Islam et al. [46] conducted user acceptance
studies in a lighting booth with 21 different LED spectra at 500 lx and reported
that CCT had significant effect on visual conditions in the lighting booth. All the
studies presented above, except the studies [46], [65], [66] were conducted with
fluorescent lamps. There were only eight subjects in the study by Lin et al. [66]
and studies by Islam et al. [46] and Vienot et al. [65] were conducted with a
restricted illuminated field of view in a lighting booth.
Presently, the recommended illuminance level for general offices is 500 lx.
The recommended illuminance level for general offices was reduced from 1000
lx in 1972 to 500 lx in 1981 [67]. The illuminance recommendation for offices is
not determined on scientific basis alone but also depends on the influence of
technology, economics and politics [67]. The recommended illuminance level
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might be enough for visual performance but might not be enough for the visual
comfort of occupants.
Existing research is ambiguous regarding the preferred illuminance level for
office lighting. Begemann et al. [68] found that office workers expressed
preference for illuminance levels significantly higher than the illuminance
standard for offices. Moore et al. [69] reported that occupants preferred lower
illuminance levels than the recommended illuminance level for office lighting.
Manav [64] found that high illumination level (2000 lx) was preferred over low
illuminance level (500 lx) for the impression of comfort, spaciousness,
brightness and saturation. In a recent study, Viitanen et al. [70] found that 600
lx was equally pleasant and equally easy for a reading task compared to 1000 lx,
and 300 lx was less pleasant and more difficult for a reading task than 600 lx
and 1000 lx. In the study [70], subjects preferred an illuminance level about 130
lx higher on average with T5 fluorescent lighting than with LED lighting.
A study done by Cockram et al. [71] found that people preferred the CCT of
4300 K over the CCT of 6500 K for office work. The CCT of 4000 K was
preferred for comfort and spaciousness and 2700 K was preferred for a relaxed
feelings in the office environment in the study conducted by Manav [64]. Park
et al. [72] found that 4000 K was the most preferred CCT and 5000 K was the
appropriate CCT for office lighting. The authors concluded that the preference
of CCT depends upon the purpose of the space and the specific activities to be
performed in that space. The illuminance level in the study [72] was maintained
at about 183 lx which is much lower than the recommended illuminance level
for offices. Wei et al. [73] showed that the CCT of 3500 K was more comfortable
and satisfying than the CCT of 5000 K for office lighting. In the study by Lin et
al. [66], observers preferred both CCT of 4000 K and 7000 K for comfortable.
The study by Islam et al. [46] found that observers preferred the CCT of 4000
K and 6500 K over the CCT of 2700 K at 500 lx. Focused and sustained attention
was found to be better under 4300 K than 2700 K and 6500 K in a study
conducted by Huang et al. [74].
Few studies have been conducted on lighting preference of people from
different cultures. Yano and Hashimoto [75] conducted a study to find the
chromaticity coordinates of the preferred complexion of Japanese women under
the daylight simulating D65 illuminant, and compared their results with the
preferred complexion of Caucasian women found by Sanders [76]. The authors
found that Japanese women preferred their complexion to look more reddish
than their actual complexion but, to be less saturated than complexion of
Caucasian women. People with different skin tones preferred different lamp
types in a study conducted by Quellman and Boyce [77]. Liu et al. [78] reported
that Chinese subjects choose on average a lower CCT (4300 K) than American
subjects (6000 K) while selecting the colour quality of illumination for an
unfamiliar painting.
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3.1

Optimization and simplification of preferred LED spectra

Presently, white light from light emitting diodes (LEDs) is realized by a mixture
of multi-color LEDs in appropriate proportions or by combinations of
phosphors excited by blue or UV LED emission [10], [17]. Therefore, there is
substantial freedom in the spectral design of white LEDs. By tuning the
spectrum of LEDs, it is possible to achieve high luminous efficacy or good colour
quality characteristics for a light source. The CIE Colour Rendering Index (CIE
CRI) is the most widely used metric to evaluate the colour rendering
performance of light sources. Despite its prominence, the CIE CRI is not well
suited for white LED light and CIE technical committees’ are working to
recommend new and more suitable metric(s) to describe the colour quality of
light sources.
In the absence of proper and suitable metric(s) to assess the colour quality of
light sources, user acceptance studies are important to investigate peoples’
judgment of the colour quality of light sources. Several user acceptance studies
[55], [79]–[82] have been conducted to investigate the colour quality of light
sources. Dangol et al. [45] and Islam et al. [46] also investigated user
preferences for lighting in terms of naturalness, colourfulness and visual
appearance in small-scale booths where several different LED spectral power
distributions (SPDs) were compared with conventional fluorescent lamp SPDs.
The preferred LED SPDs found in above mentioned studies [45], [46] were
composed of 9 to 11 different types LEDs and were characterised by high CQS
Qp and high CQS Qg values. A LED light source composed of 9 to 11 different
types LEDs will probably not be commercially exploitable due to its complexity.
The problem of a complex light source like this one is that different LEDs have
different junction/ambient temperature behaviour characteristics. Therefore,
the light outputs of the different LEDs change unequally with varying
temperature. This results in a change of the chromaticity point of light output.
This could be compensated for by active measurement via optical sensors but it
would result in excessive complexity and higher costs in a situation with larger
numbers of LEDs. Therefore, a commercially successful solution requires a
significant reduction in the types of LEDs used.
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The purpose of this work (Publication I) was to investigate the possibility of
generating simplified LED spectra having CQS Qp and CQS Qg values similar to
those of the preferred complex LED spectra found in the previous studies [45],
[46] without sacrificing the luminous efficacy of radiation (LER).
3.1.1

Generating the simplified LED spectra by simulation

Relative spectral
radiance

One of the preferred LED spectra found in the studies by Dangol et al. [45] and
Islam et al. [46] at 4000 K is illustrated in Figure 1, which was realized with nine
different types of LEDs. Hereafter, this SPD is called the “Aalto SPD”.
1.00
0.50
0.00
380

480

580

680

780

Wavelength [nm]
Figure 1. The preferred LED SPD [45], [46], called the Aalto SPD

Using simulation software (which is proprietary software from OSRAM OS,
Regensburg, Germany), a number of simplified LED spectra having CQS Qp and
CQS Qg values similar to those of the Aalto SPD were generated. In the
simulation software, an InGaN chip with different types of phosphors was used
to generate the target SPD. Various coloured LEDs may also be added if the
target SPD could not be generated by InGaN chip and phosphors only. Five trial
LED spectra generated with the simulation software are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simulated LED SPDs using Osram simulation software. (a) first trial, (b) second trial,
(c) third trial, (d) fourth trial and (e) fifth trial
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The colour characteristics of the five trial LED spectra and the Aalto SPD are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Colour characteristics of the Aalto SPD and different trial LED SPDs. The target sets of

colour quality metrics and LER values are shown in bold.

SPD

First
trial
LED
SPD

CCT (K)

4153

3970

4000

3978

4048

4000

Duv

-0.0050

-0.0014

-0.0007

-0.0005

-0.0042

-0.0041

CIE CRI (Ra)

80

77

94

85

74

96

R (9-12)

62

57

89

78

66

87

R9

23

-21

92

72

39

95

CQS, (Qa v7.5)

90

89

94

89

84

92

LER (lm/W)

308

275

280

325

327

319

101

102

97

94

98

95

114

117

103

107

118

104

144

144

117

125

139

123

Aalto

CQS Colour preference
scale, (CQS Qp, v7.5)
CQS gamut area scale,
(CQS Qg, v7.5)
Feeling of contrast index
(FCI)

Second
trial
LED
SPD

Third
trial
LED
SPD

Fourth
trial
LED
SPD

Fifth
trial
LED
SPD

Among the five trial LED spectra, the first trial LED SPD and the fourth trial
LED SPD are the closest matches to the Aalto SPD in terms of target sets of
colour quality metrics.
The first trial LED SPD has CQS Qp (First trial SPD = 102, Aalto SPD = 101)
and CQS Qg (First trial SPD = 117, Aalto SPD = 114) values closed to those of the
Aalto SPD, however the LER value of this SPD (275 lm/W) is lower than that of
the Aalto SPD (308 lm/W). The first trial LED SPD was generated with three
types of phosphors (8.62 wt. % (weight percent) of phosphor 1, 53.05 wt. % of
phosphor 2 and 0.14 wt. % of phosphor 3) on an InGaN chip along with a red
monochromatic LED of dominant wavelength 635 nm. Therefore, this SPD
might be difficult to manufacture and more expensive.
The fourth trial SPD was generated with one type of phosphor (48.81 wt. % of
phosphor 5) on an InGaN chip along with an amber LED of dominant
wavelength 615 nm. This SPD had a higher LER value (327 lm/W) than that of
the Aalto SPD (308 lm/W) and had CQS Qp (Fourth trial SPD = 98, Aalto SPD
= 101) and CQS Qg (Fourth trial SPD = 118, Aalto SPD = 114) values close to
those of the Aalto SPD.
The simulation results suggested that it is possible to generate simplified LED
SPDs that have CQS Qp and CQS Qg values similar to those of the preferred
complex LED spectra without sacrificing LER. Subjective preferences for a lit
environment under both the complex and simplified LED spectra are discussed
in chapter 4 (Section 4.1).
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3.2

Lighting retrofitting

Old lighting systems in existing buildings can be retrofitted with more efficient
luminaires in order to minimize energy consumption for lighting. Additional
energy savings can be achieved by installing a lighting control system. However,
in retrofitting an old lighting system the installation time and costs increase if
additional wiring is needed for the control system. Installing luminaires
equipped with inbuilt lighting controls can reduce installation time and costs.
Lighting retrofit projects should be accurately designed in order to achieve
maximum energy savings. Nevertheless, energy savings are not the only
requirement in a lighting retrofit. Any attempt to develop an energy efficient
lighting strategy should have as its first priority to guarantee that the quality of
the luminous environment is as high as possible [3]. In the case of lighting in
workplaces, improving lighting quality is particularly important since the
luminous environment may greatly affect users’ activities, productivity, and
well-being [83]. Therefore, in addition to energy savings, the judgement of
lighting quality from the users’ perspective is also important in lighting retrofit
projects.
A lighting retrofit case study was conducted to determine energy savings and
the improvement of lighting quality and user satisfaction achieved by the
installation of new lighting technology and by the use of an active dimming
control system (Publication II). Old and new lighting systems performances
were measured in terms of energy efficiency, lighting quality and user
satisfaction.
3.2.1

Methods

Six office rooms in the building of Electrical Engineering at the Aalto University
were studied for 6 months (Between September 2014 and February 2015). The
original lighting system of each room consisted of four T8 fluorescent
luminaires (two luminaires with two lamp slots and two luminaires with three
lamp slots) which were more than 40 years old. Nevertheless, only one T8
fluorescent lamp was used in each luminaire. An example of room layout and
luminaire distribution is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Layout of a test room
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The electrical and photometric properties of the old fluorescent lamp
luminaires and the new LED luminaires are shown in Table 2. The properties
were measured in an integrating sphere.
Table 2. Characteristics of the old fluorescent lamp luminaires and the new LED luminaires
Power

Luminous
Flux

CCT

CIE CRI

Efficacy

(W)

(lm)

(K)

(Ra)

lm/W

49

1831

3027

85

37.4

No

49

1983

2986

85

40.5

No

40

2755

4111

84

68.9

Yes

35

3378

4094

84

96.5

Luminaire

Dimming

Old 1

No

Old 2
LED
LED-CTRL

In two of the rooms, the old luminaires were retrofitted with new LED
luminaires without a control system (LED). In two similar rooms, LED
luminaires with inbuilt active dimming control (LED-CTRL) were installed. The
remaining two rooms were left with the old lighting system as reference. The
inbuilt dimming solution for LED luminaires consists of daylight and presence
detection sensors as shown in Figure 4 [84]. The installation procedure of the
LED luminaires with active dimming control was exactly the same as the
installation of LED luminaires without control system.

Figure 4. Sensor detection areas

After the retrofit, two energy meters were installed in two rooms to measure
the energy consumption of the new lighting systems. One of the energy meters
measured the energy consumption of the lighting system without dimming
control; the other measured the energy consumption of the lighting system with
active dimming control.
In order to obtain a general understanding of the luminous environment as
perceived by the occupants as well as subjects’ preferences and usage patterns,
a general preliminary questionnaire was first used. The aim was to record the
usage pattern of each room, to get to know the room users, and to understand
the general condition of the rooms. The information collected was used to
design a second user survey questionnaire to evaluate the users’ opinion and
satisfaction. Room occupants had to fill in the same users’ survey twice: once
before and once after the retrofitting. The questions in the survey were about
the appearance of the lighting system, the appearance of the room and of the
lighting environment, the amount of light, glare, naturalness, visibility and
lighting preference.
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3.2.2

Results

Lighting environment

Figure 5 shows Dialux simulations for pre- and post-retrofit lighting conditions.
Before the retrofit, the average illuminance was 180…350 lx and after retrofit
the average illuminance increased to 520…580 lx. Illuminance uniformity
increased from 0.5 to 0.8 and the unified glare rating (UGR) increased from less
than 10 to 16…18 due to retrofit. The CIE CRI remained almost the same: 84
before and 83 after retrofitting.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Dialux simulations for (a) pre-retrofit and (b) post-retrofit lighting conditions. False
colour rendering shows illuminance distribution

Calculated energy savings

To calculate the energy savings some assumptions were made about the usage
patterns of the space. First of all, according to the general questionnaire, users
stated they worked in the rooms for an average of 6-8 hours a day. Two people
worked in each office, therefore the rooms were considered to be occupied for 8
hours a day by at least one employee. Second, average daylight time usage (t D)
and non-daylight time usage (tN) were calculated based on the monthly average
of daylight hours per day in Helsinki, Finland. The monthly average of daylight
hours was decreased by two hours considering the hour after sunrise and the
hour before sunset as non-daylight time hours. The numbers of workdays per
month take into account weekends and national holidays. These calculations
resulted in 240 workdays/year; the 1920 hours/year for which the rooms were
occupied were divided into an annual tD of 1740 hours and an annual tN of 180
hours.
The users were asked if they had the habit of switching off the lights if daylight
was enough to work with. In four of the rooms, the occupants switched the lights
off only during the summer. In the other two rooms, the occupants preferred to
work with the blinds shut during whole year. Computing with Dialux daylight
availably in Helsinki during the summer, this usage behaviour has been
modelled assuming that for 20% of summer days the lights were turned down.
In addition, the four old luminaires in each room were divided into two manual
control groups that could be separately switched on and off. Users were asked if
they used to switch on both groups or only one. Moreover, they were asked
whether they were using additional desktop lamps or not. In two rooms, before
the retrofit, both of the occupants used desktop lamps of 30 W each. After the
retrofit, the occupants declared that the desktop lamps were not needed
anymore.
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The total installed power takes into account the luminaires per room plus the
additional desktop lamps if present. The annual running costs have been
computed considering a typical Finnish electricity cost of 12 c€/kWh. Table 3
shows the energy savings in the different rooms.
Table 3. Calculated energy savings

ROOM USAGE PATTERN
Operating hours/day
8
Number of luminaires used Pre-retrofit
2
Number of luminaires used Post-retrofit
4
Desktop lamp Pre-retrofit (W)
0
Desktop lamp Post-retrofit (W)
0
Only daylight in Summer (% of time)
0.2
PRE-RETROFIT
Operating hours/ year
1726,4
Total power [kW]
0,098
Annual energy consumption [kWh]
169,2
Annual running cost[€]
20
LENI [kWh/(m2 year)]
8,55
POST-RETROFIT
Equivalent hours of max. power/year
1019,1*
Total power [kW]
0,14
Annual energy consumption [kWh]
142,7
Annual running cost[€]
17
LENI[kWh/(m2 year)]
7,21
ANALYSIS
Energy savings [kWh/years]
26
Energy savings [%]
16
* these values were computed in Dialux
LENI - Lighting Energy Numeric Indicator, Power/Area

i337
LED

i338
OLD

i433
LED

i434
LED-CTRL

i435
OLD

8
2
4
0
0
0

8
4
4
0
0
0.2

8
4
4
60
0
0.2

8
4
4
60
0
0.2

8
4
4
0
0
0

1920
0,098
188,2
23
9,51

1726,4
0,196
338,4
41
17,11

1726,4
0,256
442
53
22,34

1726,4
0,256
442
53
22,34

1920
0,196
376,3
45
19,03

1726,4
0,16
276,2
33
13,96

1019,1*
0,14
142,7
17
7,21

166
38

299
68

1920
0,16
307,2
37
15,53
-119
-63

Reference

i336
LED-CTRL

Reference

Room Number

Energy savings have been achieved in three of the four rooms that were
retrofitted. The magnitude of the savings depended on the amount of energy
used before the retrofitting and on the installation of lighting controls. In the
rooms where desktop lamps were used and all four old luminaires were in
operation 8 hours a day, energy savings were important (38% and 68%
respectively). In rooms’ i336 and i337, only two of the four old luminaires were
used before retrofitting, while after the retrofitting all four lamps were used.
Therefore, the total power used for lighting was increased by the retrofit.
However, the installation of the active control system in room i336 reduced the
operating hours of the lighting system. Thus, some energy savings were
achieved (16%) in spite of the fact that the total power used for lighting was
increased by the retrofit.
Measured energy consumption

In room i433 (LED) and i434 (LED-CTRL) energy meters were installed to
measure the weekly energy consumption for three months. The energy
consumption of room i435 (OLD) was computed assuming a daily operating
time of luminaires equal to 8 hours and used as reference. Total energy
consumption and weekly energy consumption of the new lighting systems are
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively.
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KWh

room i435(OLD)
room i433 (LED)
room i434 (LED-CTRL)
100
80
60
40
20
0
01.12.2014
01.01.2015
01.02.2015
01.03.201

Date

Figure 6. Total energy consumption of the new lighting system in room i433 (LED) and room i434
(LED-CTRL), room i435 (OLD) is used as reference
room i435(OLD)

kWh

10

room i433 (LED)

room i434 (LED-CTRL)

5
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Week
Figure 7. Weekly energy consumption of the new lighting system in room i433 (LED) and room
i434 (LED-CTRL), room i435 (OLD) is used as reference

Energy saving due to control system

The installed power in the rooms was not the same. Therefore, the saving related
only to the control system was computed in terms of equivalent hours of
maximum power (ratio between the metered kWh and the installed power).
Computing the average between week 7 and week 13 (when usage patterns
stabilised after Christmas holidays), resulted in the lighting system in room i433
(LED) being used 7 hours and 57 minutes per working day compared to 5 hours
and 35 minutes per working day in room i434 (LED-CTRL). This indicates that
a lighting system of a certain wattage and equipped with dimming control on
average consumes 30% less than the same system without dimming control.
User satisfaction

The users’ mean rating for pre-retrofitting and post-retrofitting of lighting is
shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from Figure 8 that lighting quality has been
improved after the lighting retrofit. All the users preferred the new lighting
system.

Figure 8. User mean ratings for pre- and post-retrofit questionnaires
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3.3

Impact of CCT on thermal sensation and thermal comfort

The “hue-heat hypothesis” states that light or colour with wavelengths
predominantly toward the red end of the visual spectrum is perceived as
warmer, while that with wavelengths mainly toward the blue end is perceived as
cooler [37], [40], [43]. The amount of wavelengths towards the red or blue
end of the visual spectrum of white light can be described by correlated colour
temperature (CCT). A low CCT light contains more wavelengths towards the red
end of the visual spectrum and looks reddish and a high CCT light contains more
wavelengths towards the blue end and looks bluish. Drawing on the hypothesis,
light source CCTs could be used for saving energy in buildings if CCT has an
effect on the thermal sensation of occupants in a room. For example, room
temperatures could be lower at a low CCT during the heating season and less
air-conditioning might be required at a high CCT during the cooling season. The
objectives of this work (Publication III) were to test the hue-heat hypothesis and
to study the impact of light source CCT on occupants’ thermal sensation and
thermal comfort.
3.3.1

Experimental set-up and method

The study was conducted in a test room (4.20 m long x 3.45 m wide x 2.45 m
high). The temperature and air velocity of the room were maintained constant
with the help of a ceiling mounted air-conditioning unit. Outside the test
room in the corridor, a lighting control booth was built from where the
experimenter controlled the lighting system to ensure that the subjects were not
aware of the CCT changes. To monitor the room temperature remotely, a digital
indoor thermometer (Digitales Innen-Außen-Thermometer, Model 30.1012,
TFA Dostmann GmbH & Co., Germany) was used in this study. The
thermometer sensor was placed inside the test room on a 60 cm-high stool and
the thermometer display unit was placed inside the lighting control booth. This
also prevented the investigator’s body heat from interfering with the test
subjects’ thermal sensation. The layout of the test room and the lighting control
booth is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Layout of the test room
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Six round (Power = 27 W) recessed downlight ceiling LED luminaires were
installed in the test room. All six luminaires were controlled as a group through
a digital addressable lighting interface (DALI). This interface was connected to
a computer with lighting control software installed. The computer was placed in
the lighting control booth outside the test room. Fourteen pre-set lighting
situations combining different CCTs with an illuminance level of about 500 lx
were utilized for the study as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Preset lighting situations used in the study
Illuminance
[lx]

CCT
[K]

CIE
CRI
[Ra]

Duv

Time in minute

No.
1

497

2733

92

-0.0016

0 - 11 (for adaptation and filling in questionnaire)

2

497

3010

93

-0.0018

12

3

513

3255

94

-0.0018

13

4

504

3462

94

-0.0016

14

5

498

3686

94

-0.0015

15

6

494

3805

93

-0.0014

16

7
8

507
506

4084
4331

92
91

-0.0011
-0.0010

17 - 28 (for adaptation and filling in questionnaire)
29

9

509

4717

91

-0.0010

30

10

506

4923

90

-0.0010

31

11

504

5342

90

-0.0014

32

12

504

5590

90

-0.0013

33

13

502

5893

90

-0.0006

34

14

496

6208

90

-0.0007

35 - 46 (for adaptation and filling in questionnaire)

Sixteen human subjects aged between 15 and 57 (mean = 38, standard
deviation (SD) = 15) took part in the experiments. All the subjects were tested
for colour vision with the Ishihara pseudoisochromatic plates’ screening
method and found to have normal colour vision. None of the subjects had a
background in the lighting field.
The subjects wore the same level of clothing and were exposed on different
days to a high room temperature (25°C) and a low room temperature (20°C).
The lighting situations were gradually changed in steps from the lighting control
booth and the subjects were adapted to low CCT (2700 K), medium CCT (4000
K), and high CCT (6200 K) lighting for 10 minutes. After the adaptation, a sound
signal was given to prompt subjects to fill in the questionnaire about their
thermal comfort and thermal sensation.
The questions asked in the experiments queried the subjects for their thermal
sensation and thermal comfort after experiencing the lighting for 10 minutes.
The rating scale of the questions was a nine point continuous scale with verbal
explanations above the scale: very hot, hot, warm, slightly warm, neutral,
slightly cool, cool, cold, and very cold for thermal sensation. For thermal
comfort, there were fewer verbal explanations, namely, very comfortable, just
comfortable, just uncomfortable, and very uncomfortable.
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3.3.2

Results and statistical analysis
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The observers’ median ratings for thermal sensation are shown in Figure 10 and
for thermal comfort in Figure 11. At 20°C, the median thermal sensations are
-2.00 (cool) with all CCTs. At 25°C, the median thermal sensations are 1.55
(warm), 0.05 (neutral), and 1.15 (slightly warm) at CCTs of 2700 K, 4000 K, and
6200 K, respectively. The median thermal comforts at 20°C are -1.55 at 2700 K,
-1.10 at 4000 K, and -2.00 at 6200 K. At 25°C, the median thermal comforts are
1.05 at 2700 K, 1.65 at 4000 K, and 0.95 at 6200 K.
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Figure 10. Observers’ median ratings (4.5 = very hot, 0 = neutral, -4.5 = very cold) for thermal
sensation at different CCTs (a) at 20°C and (b) at 25°C. X = median value; horizontal markers
= 25th and 75th percentiles; bars = min and max values. No * over the bar indicates no
significant differences and a * over the bar indicates significant differences among groups.
Friedman Test (p < 0.05) and Post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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Figure 11. Observers’ median ratings (4.5 = very comfortable, 0 = neutral, -4.5 = very
uncomfortable) for thermal comfort at different CCTs (a) at 20°C and (b) at 25°C. X = median
value; horizontal markers = 25th and 75th percentiles; bars = min and max values. No * over
the bar indicates no significant differences among groups. Friedman Test (p < 0.05).

The Friedman test showed that light source CCT had no statistically significant
effect on the subjects’ thermal comfort at either room temperatures (at 20°C: p
= 0.950 and at 25°C: p = 0.321). Similarly, the light source CCT also had no
statistically significant effect on the subjects’ thermal sensation at 20°C
(p = 0.219). However, at 25°C there was a statistically significant difference in
the subjects’ thermal sensation between 2700 K and 4000 K (p < 0.001).
The order of the subjects’ median rating for thermal sensation according to
the hue-heat hypothesis should range from the highest at 2700 K to the lowest
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at 6200 K at both room temperatures. At 20°C, the median thermal sensation
was equal for all CCTs (Figure 10 (a)). At 25°C, although the subjects’ median
rating for thermal sensation at 2700 K was the highest, the median thermal
sensation rating at 6200 K was higher than at 4000 K (Figure 10 (b)) which is
not in line with the hue-heat hypothesis. Similarly, the order of the subjects’
median rating for thermal comfort according to the hue-heat hypothesis at 20°C
(Figure 11 (a)) should range from the highest at 2700 K to the lowest at 6200 K,
and at 25°C (Figure 11 (b)), it should range from the highest at 6200 K to the
lowest at 2700 K. In this study, at both room temperatures, the subjects’ median
thermal comfort rating was highest at 4000 K lighting indicating that the
subjects’ thermal comfort rating was not in accordance with the hue-heat
hypothesis. Hence, the results do not indicate the order of the subjects’ median
rating for thermal sensation and thermal comfort completely in accordance with
the hue-heat hypothesis and fail to provide support for the existence of a general
correlation between light source CCT and thermal sensation or thermal comfort.
Lighting at 4000 K was rated higher for thermal comfort than lighting at
2700 K or 6200 K at both room temperatures.

3.4

Smart indoor lighting control

A methodology has been proposed to incorporate data from lighting studies
relating colour quality to comfort or productivity to an intelligent building
automation system (Publication IV). An additional objective was to investigate
whether the energy savings from varying CCT keeping the CRI value above the
minimum requirement are sufficient enough to be implemented in indoor
lighting control.
3.4.1

Experimental set-up and evaluation methodology

Different LED spectra were generated with the help of a LED-based SPD
Simulator System. The characteristics of generated LED spectra with power
consumption are shown in Table 5. The columns Blue, White, Amber and Green
in Table 5 are the pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) control values to LEDs.
Table 5. Measurement data and power consumption

Blue

White

Amber

Green

Illuminance
(lx)

CIE CRI
(Ra)

CCT
(K)

Power
(W)

0

127

48

0

333

91

2904

6,32

4

127

43

0

328

91

3065

6,35

37

0

72

209

331

62

6224

11,98

23

0

91

181

329

54

4098

10,79

8

0

121

149

331

51

2645

9,70

0

164

0

0

331

64

4576

6,48

9

61

64

52

333

82

3294

6,64

14

67

50

52

329

85

4004

6,69

0

63

89

31

331

82

2385

6,18

0

106

58

7

331

90

2844

6,05

21

121

25

15

331

87

4910

6,91
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The proposed methodology aims to incorporate data from studies relating
colour quality to occupant comfort or productivity. The approach is general and
any study relating colour quality to comfort or productivity may be used. In
order to demonstrate the approach we used the data from the study by Lin et al.
[66]. However, it should be noted that the method is general and data from
other studies could be used instead. Figure 12 is adapted from the study [66] by
using linear interpolation.

Figure 12. Occupant comfort as a function of CCT. Adapted from Lin et al. [66]

Using the function in Figure 12, the comfort rating for each row in Table 5 was
obtained. This rating is one metric of comfort. The CIE general colour rendering
index (Ra) is another such metric. Both metrics should be maximized. In Figure
13, each measurement in Table 5 is plotted as a dot based on its comfort rating
and Ra values. These two are uncorrelated, but since both should be optimized,
the ideal measurements are on the Pareto front shown as a red line.

Figure 13. Correlation between comfort rating based on CCT and R a. Dots correspond to rows in
Table 5

However, Figure 13 does not consider power consumption. Our goal is to
maximize both the comfort rating based on CCT and Ra and minimize power
consumption. The Pareto optimal settings for maximizing comfort and
minimizing power consumption are on the Pareto front shown as a red line in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Comfort metric verses power consumption. Dots correspond to rows in Table 5

Table 6 is an excerpt of Table 5 focusing on the four points on the Pareto front
in Figure 14. The user will be presented with an interface for selecting any of
these settings (setting 1 has the best power saving and setting 4 has the best
quality). Based on the user setting, the system will output the corresponding
PAM control values as specified in the columns Blue, White, Amber and Green.
Table 6. An excerpt of Table 5 focusing on the four points on the Pareto Front in Figure 14
Blue
0
0
4
14

3.4.2

White
106
127
127
67

Amber
58
48
43
50

Green
7
0
0
52

Power (W)
6,05
6,32
6,35
6,69

Quality
280,08
285,92
293,24
313,57

Setting
1
2
3
4

Simulation and result

The lighting simulation system developed in this work was designed following
the component-based approach previously proposed in previous studies [85],
[86] and is illustrated in Figure 15. The simulation framework consists of three
parts: BuildingModelFB, BACFB and SimulatorFB. BuildingModelFB models
environment data such as occupant presence and daylight illuminance in each
room of a building. It also simulates the operations of the lighting system which
provides status data for the virtual meter implemented in BACFB. BACFB
consists of three components: the higher level control (HLC) analyses
environment data and assigns appropriate control polices for the lower level
control (LLC) which interacts with the lighting system. Once the operation
status data from the lighting system is evaluated the virtual meter can produce
the energy usage data which will be analysed and visualized in SimulatorFB.

Figure 15. Lighting control simulation and virtual metering system
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The building used in the simulation has 5 floors and each floor has 5 rooms
with different occupancy data for each room. Figure 16 shows the data for one
room.

Figure 16. Occupant profile for one of the rooms in BuildingModelFB

The simulation was run for 24 h twice with the exact same occupant profiles.
The first run was done using intelligent control: the settings in Table 6 were
chosen so that higher settings (with higher comfort and energy consumption)
were chosen when the occupants per room exceeded certain thresholds, and
lights were off when there were no occupants. The settings were set separately
for each room, and results are shown as “smart lighting” in Figure 17. The
second run used the maximum comfort setting 4 in Table 6 whenever there was
at least one person in the room; otherwise the lights were off. Results are shown
as “maximum comfort” in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Power consumption

The simulation results suggested that some energy savings can be attained by
the approach. The presented data is sufficient for demonstrating the
methodology, but not sufficient for drawing definitive conclusions on the
percentage of power savings that may be attained by the approach.
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3.5

Summary

The first study on the optimization of LED spectra suggested that without
sacrificing luminous efficacy of radiation, it is possible to generate simplified
LED spectra having CQS Qp and CQS Qg values similar to those of the preferred
LED spectra found in previous studies [45], [46] which were composed with 9
to 11 different types of LEDs.
The lighting retrofitting case study showed that by replacing T8 fluorescent
luminaires of existing lighting installations in office rooms with LED luminaires
bring up to 38% energy savings, and LED luminaires that have inbuilt control
system bring up to 68% energy savings. The savings were achieved with
increased lighting quality and user satisfaction.
The results of the third study did not provide support for the hue-heat
hypothesis. Office lighting at 4000 K was rated higher for thermal comfort than
lighting at 2700 K or 6200 K.
A methodology to incorporate data from lighting studies relating colour
quality to comfort or productivity to an intelligent building automation system
was demonstrated in the fourth study.
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4.1

Preference of simplified LED spectra

The simulation presented in Chapter 3 (Section 3.1) suggested that it is possible
to generate simplified LED SPDs which have CQS Qp and CQS Qg values similar
to those of the preferred complex LED SPDs found in previous studies [45],
[46]. User acceptance studies are needed in order to understand subjective
preference of lit environments under the simplified LED SPD compared to the
preferred complex LED SPD (Publication I).
The best approximation trial SPD found in the simulation could not be used
as a test SPD in the user acceptance studies because it was not economically
viable to manufacture the same simulated LED just for testing user preferences.
Moreover, due to limitations of the LEDs in the available LED panel it was not
possible to generate the simplified LED SPD at 4000 K but it could be generated
at 2700 K. Therefore, user acceptance studies were conducted at 2700 K in
lighting booths with forty observers to investigate people’s preferences for the
lit environment under the complex and simplified LED spectra.
4.1.1

Experimental set-up and method

One of the preferred LED SPDs at 2700 K found in previous studies [45], [46]
was chosen as the reference SPD and it was composed of nine different types of
LEDs. The SPDs of the nine different types of LEDs chosen to realize the
reference SPD are shown in Figure 18 (a). Two LED SPDs were chosen as test
SPDs. The first test SPD (called SPD1) was a simplified LED SPD composed of
three different types of LEDs and had CQS Qp and CQS Qg values similar to
those of the reference SPD. The SPDs of the three different types of LEDs chosen
to realize SPD1 are shown in Figure 18 (b).

Figure 18. Individual LED SPDs chosen to realize (a) the reference SPD and (b) SPD1
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The second test SPD (called SPDP) was a single warm white LED and had
lower values of CQS Qp and CQS Qg but a higher value of CIE CRI than the
reference SPD. A lighting booth with two identical sections (each section
measuring 1 m high, 0.5 m long and 0.5 m deep) was constructed in a dark
room. One section of the booth was illuminated by the reference SPD and the
other section by the test SPDs (either SPD1 or SPDP). The spectral power
distribution of the reference SPD and the test SPDs is shown in Figure 19.
The photometric and colorimetric characteristics of the reference SPD and
the test SPDs are shown in Table 7.
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Figure 19. LED SPDs used in the experiment: (a) reference SPD, (b) SPD1, and (c) SPDP
Table 7. Photometric and colorimetric characteristics of the LED SPDs used in the experiment

Reference SPD

Test SPDs
SPD1
SPDP

CCT

2803

2794

2854

Duv

-0.0050

-0.0048

0.0015

CIE CRI

82

86

96

CQS colour preference scale, (CQS Qp, v7.5)

100

98

94

CQS gamut area scale, (CQS Qg, v7.5)

119

114

100

LER (lm/W)

256

322

265

Average horizontal illuminance (lx)

458

446

455

Forty observers aged between 20 and 30 (mean 24, standard deviation (SD)
3) took part in the experiments. Among the 40 observers, 20 were of European
ethnicity and 20 were of Asian ethnicity. The test objects in the experiment were
natural fruits (a green apple, a tomato, an orange, and a lemon), the observer’s
own hand and a Macbeth Colour Checker (MCC) chart. The test objects were
selected according to the dimension of the perceived colour quality that was to
be assessed. For example, to assess perceived naturalness, familiar natural fruits
and observer’s hand skin were selected. Similarly, to assess colourfulness, the
MCC chart (red, blue, green and yellow colours) and natural fruits of different
colours were selected. The questions used in the study queried the subjects for
their perception regarding the naturalness of the fruits and their hands, the
colourfulness of the MCC chart colours and the fruits, the brightness, and
overall preference of the lit environment inside the booth under the test SPDs
in comparison with under the reference SPD. The rating scale of the questions
in the questionnaire was a seven-point (-3 to +3) scale. Observers responded on
the positive side of the scale if they perceived the lit environment under the test
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SPD to be better than the reference SPD and on the negative side if they perceive
the lit environment under the test SPD to be worse than the reference SPD.
4.1.2

Results and statistical analysis
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The observers’ mean rating for a particular question under the test SPDs in
comparison with the reference SPD is shown in Figure 20.A one sample t-test
with a significance level p ≤ 0.05 was performed on questions related to
naturalness, colourfulness and brightness to investigate the statistical
significance of the observer’s ratings irrespective of ethnicity and gender.

(a)

3
2
1
0
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Mean value of SPDP in comparison with
reference SPD

(b)

Figure 20. The result of a comparison evaluation in mean value: (a) between the reference SPD
and SPD1 and (b) between the reference SPD and SPDP. Error bars represent ± one
standard error of the mean

In the comparison between SPD1 and the reference SPD, the observers’ mean
ratings for naturalness of observer’s hands and lemon as well as the brightness
of lit the environment under the SPD1 were statistically significantly higher than
under the reference SPD. However, the colourfulness of the MCC as well as
the colourfulness of objects were rated significantly higher under the reference
SPD than under SPD1. There was no statistically significant differences between
SPD1 and the reference SPD for the naturalness of apple, tomato and orange.
The comparison between SPDP and the reference SPD showed that the
observers’ mean rating for the naturalness of the fruits and their own hands
under SPDP were lower than under the reference SPD. In addition, the
observers’ mean ratings for the brightness of the lit environment and the
colourfulness of the MCC and the objects were statistically significantly lower
under SPDP compared to the reference SPD.
For overall preference of the lit environment inside the booth, a Pearson
chi-square test with a significance level p ≤ 0.05 was performed because the
comparison evaluation data were collected and converted into frequency form
by counting the number of observers who chose the reference SPD or either of
the test SPDs. The difference in overall preference for the lit environment
inside the booth between SPD1 and the reference SPD was not statistically
significant, while the difference between SPDP and the reference SPD was
statistically significant. The observers strongly preferred the reference SPD over
SPDP.
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4.2

Preference for LED office lighting

The preferred visual conditions in an office environment can create a state of
positive affect that in turn leads to higher performance, creativity, and social
behaviour [64], [87], [88]. A study was conducted in an office room illuminated
with LED lighting to study the preferred combination of illuminance level and
CCT and the preferred CCT by different ethnic groups in office lighting
(Publication V).
4.2.1

Experimental set-up and method

A test room (length 4.20 m, width 3.50 m and height 2.80 m) was equipped and
furnished to provide a workspace for the experiment as shown in Figure 21. The
walls of the room were painted white with a surface reflectance of 85 %. The
reflectance of the ceiling and the floor were 89 % and 25 % respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 21. The test room: (a) a view of the test room from the door and (b) the layout of the test
room

Nine round (Power = 27 W) downlight recessed ceiling LED luminaires were
installed to illuminate the test room. All nine luminaires were controlled as a
group through a digital addressable lighting interface (DALI). Nine preset
lighting situations combining three illumination levels (300, 500, and 750 lx)
and three CCTs (3000, 4000, and 5000 K) were saved for the study. The preset
lighting situations used in the study are listed in Table 8 with CIE CRI and Duv
values.
Table 8. Preset lighting situations. Presentation order was randomized
Situation
(No)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Illuminance
(lx)
300
300
300
500
500
500
750
750
750

CCT
(K)
3000
4000
5000
3000
4000
5000
3000
4000
5000

CIE
CRI
93
94
92
93
94
92
93
94
92

Duv
-0.0024
-0.0017
-0.0020
-0.0023
-0.0019
-0.0022
-0.0026
-0.0023
-0.0024

Altogether 53 observers aged between 20 and 53 (mean = 29, standard
deviation (SD) = 6) took part in the experiment. Among the 53 observers, 20
were of European ethnicity, 20 were of Asian ethnicity and 13 were of African
ethnicity. The questionnaire was developed to investigate various aspects of
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office lighting: pleasantness, brightness, visual comfort, stimulation, the
apparent spaciousness of room, the naturalness of colours and overall
preference. The ratings scale of the questions was a seven-point scale. The right
end of the scale was labelled with terms related to the most positive response
and the left with the most negative response.
The nine different preset lighting situations were presented to the observer in
random order. The lighting situation was turned on before the observer entered
the room. The observers performed different office activities (a reading task, a
matching task and a typing task) under nine different preset lighting situations
and rated the lit environment of the room.
4.2.2

Results and statistical analysis

The observers’ mean ratings and standard deviations (SD) for different
questions are shown in Table 9.
Table 9. The observers’ mean ratings and standard deviations (SD) for different questions under

nine lighting situations

Pleasantness

Brightness
Visual
comfort
Stimulation
Amount of
light
Spaciousness

Naturalness of

Hand
MCC
colour
Furniture
Overall
Preference

300
lx,
3000
K

300
lx,
4000
K

300
lx,
5000
K

500
lx,
3000
K

500
lx,
4000
K

500
lx,
5000
K

750
lx,
3000
K

750
lx,
4000
K

750
lx,
5000
K

Mean

-0.42

0.15

-0.26

0.15

0.91

0.68

0.66

1.53

1.15

SD

1.29

1.51

1.50

1.28

1.32

1.38

1.43

1.20

1.46

Mean

-1.38

-0.91

-1.11

-0.11

0.15

0.60

0.57

1.23

1.70

SD

0.92

1.18

1.03

1.15

1.12

1.15

1.32

0.95

0.97

Mean

-0.25

0.17

-0.34

0.32

0.77

0.77

0.57

1.34

1.02

SD

1.39

1.30

1.52

1.38

1.32

1.19

1.35

1.30

1.46

Mean

-1.15

-0.66

-0.57

-0.28

0.32

0.64

0.06

1.02

1.09

SD

1.32

1.09

1.20

1.32

1.12

1.30

1.46

1.41

1.32

Mean

-1.51

-1.13

-1.19

-0.45

-0.13

0.25

0.43

0.64

0.89

SD

0.89

1.00

0.94

0.97

0.88

1.07

1.12

1.02

1.03

Mean

-0.77

-0.40

-0.25

-0.09

0.34

0.92

0.42

1.09

1.23

SD

1.19

1.15

1.16

1.11

1.06

1.21

1.18

1.06

1.12

Mean

0.26

0.11

-0.32

0.89

0.43

0.42

1.09

1.15

0.74

SD

1.55

1.35

1.31

1.31

1.38

1.59

1.26

1.50

1.53

Mean

0.19

0.17

0.15

0.83

0.91

0.98

1.13

1.38

1.13

SD

1.44

1.35

1.28

1.17

1.32

1.39

1.24

1.26

1.26

Mean

0.08

0.19

0.19

0.79

1.04

0.74

1.02

1.28

0.96

SD

1.41

1.14

1.37

1.27

1.29

1.42

1.15

1.23

1.40

Mean

-1.02

-0.58

-0.79

0.13

0.57

0.57

0.34

1.49

0.91

SD

1.23

1.41

1.56

1.41

1.28

1.35

1.48

1.35

1.51

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a significance level of p = 0.05 was
performed to investigate the statistical significance of the observers’ ratings for
a particular question. A post-hoc analysis using the Duncan procedure was
performed to investigate which lighting situations and which CCT observers
preferred for the questions for which the differences in observers’ mean ratings
were statistically significant.
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Preferred combination of illuminance level and CCT

A summary of the statistical analysis of the observers’ preference among nine
lighting situations are presented in Table 10. The combination of 750 lx with
4000 K had the highest observers’ mean rating for the pleasantness of the lit
environment, visual comfort, the natural appearance of the observer’s hand, the
natural appearance of the MCC’s colours, and the natural appearance of
furniture. In addition, the combination of 750 lx with 4000 K had the
statistically significantly highest observers’ mean rating for overall preference.
Table 10. Observers’ preference among nine lighting situations
Questionnaires

Lighting situation

Pleasantness

750 lx, 4000 K

Visual comfort

Naturalness of

750 lx, 4000 K
Hand

750 lx, 4000 K

MCC colour

750 lx, 4000 K

Furniture

750 lx, 4000 K
750 lx, 4000 K

Overall Preference

Lighting situation in regular font was in the group of the highest mean value in the Duncan test and had the highest mean
value among other lighting situations in the group
Lighting situation in bold font had the statistically significantly highest mean value of all the combinations

Preferred CCT at the illuminance levels of 300 lx, 500 lx, and 750 lx

Table 11 shows a summary of the statistical analysis of the observers’ preference
of CCT at 300 lx, 500 lx, and 750 lx. CCT of 3000 K was considered significantly
less pleasant than 4000 K at both 500 lx and 750 lx. The observers’ mean rating
for visual comfort under 4000 K was higher than under 3000 K at 300 lx and
500 lx and statistically significantly higher under 4000 K than under 3000 K at
750 lx. At 750 lx, the CCT of 4000 K had the statistically significantly highest
observers’ mean ratings for overall preference.
Table 11. Observers’ preference of CCT at different illuminance levels
Questionnaires

300 lx

500 lx

750 lx

Pleasantness

4000 K

4000 K

4000 K

Visual comfort

4000 K

4000 K and
5000 K

4000 K

Hand

3000 K

3000 K

4000 K

MCC colour

3000 K

5000 K

4000 K

4000 K and
5000 K

4000 K

4000 K

4000 K

4000 K and
5000 K

4000 K*

Naturalness of

Furniture
Overall Preference

CCT in regular font had the highest observers’ mean ratings for the particular question at the particular illuminance level
but the difference in observers’ ratings were not statistically significant
Bold font CCT was in the group of the highest mean value in the Duncan test and had the highest mean value in the
group for the particular question at the particular illuminance level
Bold font CCT* had the statistically significantly highest mean value of all the CCT
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CCT preference of Asian, European, and African observers

A summary of the statistical analysis for the CCT preference of ethnic groups
(Asian, European and African) at 300 lx, 500 lx and 750 lx is presented in Table
12. The European preference for pleasantness of lit environment under 4000 K
was significantly higher than under 3000 K at 750 lx, and the Asian preference
for pleasantness of lit environment under 5000 K was significantly higher than
under 3000 K at 500 lx.
Table 12. CCT preference of ethnic groups at different illuminance levels

Illuminance
level

comfort

Naturalness
of
hand

Overall
preference

4000 K and
5000 K

4000 K

3000 K

4000 K

European

4000 K

4000 K

3000 K

4000 K

African

4000 K

4000 K

3000 K

4000 K

Asian

5000 K

5000 K

5000 K

5000 K

European

4000 K

4000 K

3000 K

4000 K

African

5000 K

5000 K

3000 K

5000 K

Asian

5000 K

4000 K

4000 K

4000 K

European

4000 K

4000 K

3000 K

4000 K

African

4000 K

4000 K

4000 K

4000 K

Ethnicity
Asian

300 lx

500 lx

750 lx

Pleasantness

Visual

CCT in regular font had the highest observers’ mean ratings for the particular question the particular illuminance level
but the difference in observers’ ratings were not statistically significant
Bold font CCT was in the group of the highest mean value in the Duncan test and had the highest mean value in the
group for the particular question at the particular illuminance level

At 300 lx and 750 lx, all three ethnic groups’ mean ratings for visual comfort
as well as their overall preference, were highest under 4000 K. However, at 500
lx observers from Asia and Africa had the highest mean rating under 5000 K
and Europeans had the highest mean rating under 4000 K for visual comfort
and overall preference. The European observers preferred 3000 K for the
natural appearance of their hand at all three illuminance levels.
Observers’ ratings for brightness, stimulation, and spaciousness
A summary of the statistical analysis of the observers’ mean ratings for
brightness, stimulation and spaciousness among nine lighting situations are
presented in Table 13.
Table 13. A summary of the statistical analysis of the observers’ mean ratings among nine different
lighting situations
Questionnaires

Lighting situation

Brightness

750 lx, 5000 K

Stimulation

750 lx, 5000 K

Spaciousness

750 lx, 5000 K

Lighting situation without bold was in the group of the highest mean value in the Duncan test and had the highest mean
value among other lighting situations in the group
Bold lighting situation had the statistically significantly highest mean value of all the combinations
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For brightness, the observers’ mean rating for the combination of 750 lx with
5000 K was statistically significantly highest of all the combinations. The
combination was also rated highest of all the combination for stimulation and
spaciousness of the room.
The summary of statistical analysis of the observers’ mean ratings for
brightness, stimulation, and spaciousness at 300 lx, 500 lx, and 750 lx are
presented in Table 14. At 500 lx and 750 lx, the observers’ mean rating for
brightness was statistically significantly highest under 5000 K. The observers’
mean rating for stimulation and spaciousness of the room was also highest
under 5000 K at all three illuminance levels
Table 14. A summary of the statistical analysis of the observers mean ratings of CCT at 300 lx,
500 lx, 750 lx respectively
Questionnaires

300 lx

500 lx

750 lx

Brightness

4000 K

5000 K*

5000 K*

Stimulation

5000 K

5000 K

5000 K

Spaciousness

5000 K

5000 K*

5000 K

CCT without bold had the highest observers mean ratings for a particular question at particular illuminance level but
the difference in observers ratings were not statistically significant
Bold CCT was in the group of the highest mean value in the Duncan test and had the highest mean value in the group
for particular question at particular illuminance level
Bold CCT* had statistically significantly highest mean value of all the CCTs

4.3

Summary

The user acceptance studies conducted in the lighting booth demonstrated that
the simplified LED being more efficient, cost effective, and simpler can provide
colour quality characteristic similar or better than the preferred complex LED
SPD. The results also provide guidelines for the design of simple LED SPDs with
good colour quality, where attention should be given to the values of the CQS
Qp and the CQS Qg, rather than the value of CIE CRI.
In the office room experiments, the combination of 750 lx with 4000 K was
statistically significantly preferred for LED office lighting. The results also
indicated that the impression of brightness, feeling of stimulation and
impression of spaciousness in office room increases with a higher CCT. The
European group preferred a lit environment under 4000 K for LED office
lighting and with the Asian and African groups the preference between 4000 K
and 5000 K depended upon illuminance levels.
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5.1

Energy efficiency and colour quality improvement approaches

Four different approaches to improve energy efficiency and the colour quality of
office lighting were studied. The first study [I] focused on spectral power
distribution (SPD) of LEDs. The purpose of the first study was to investigate the
possibility of generating optimized and simplified LED spectra that people
would prefer. The purpose of the second study [II] was to investigate whether
retrofitting old lighting systems in existing buildings with more efficient
luminaires and the luminaires equipped with an inbuilt control system, could
result in energy savings and at the same time improve lighting quality and user
satisfaction. The third study [III] explored the hue-heat hypothesis by varying
the CCT of lighting and its possible energy saving application in indoor
workplaces. A methodology for smart indoor lighting control was proposed in
the fourth study [IV] which incorporated data relating colour quality to comfort
to an intelligent building automation system.
In the first study [I], simulation was carried out to find the simplified LED
SPDs having CQS Qp and CQS Qg values similar to those of the preferred
complex LED spectra found in previous user acceptance studies [45], [46].
Among other colour quality metrics, CQS Qp and CQS Qg values were chosen as
target sets of colour quality metrics in the simulation because the preferred LED
spectra found in previous user acceptance studies [45], [46] were characterised
by high CQS Qp and CQS Qg values. The preferred LED spectra were of a
complex nature as they consisted of 9 to 11 different types of LEDs, hence
obviously expensive to realize. Moreover, the different LEDs have different
junction/ambient temperature behaviour and hence the light outputs of the
different LEDs change unequally with varying junction/ambient temperature.
This results in a change of the chromaticity point of light output. A commercially
successful solution requires simplified LED SPDs. LER is another important
aspect to consider when generating LED spectra for general indoor lighting.
Both colour quality and LER depend on the spectrum of the light source. White
LED spectra for general indoor lighting should be optimized for both colour
quality and LER. The first trial SPD configuration in the simulation results was
a close match to the Aalto SPD in terms of CQS Qp (First trial SPD = 102, Aalto
SPD = 101) and CQS Qg (First trial SPD = 117, Aalto SPD = 114), however its
LER value was lower (275 lm/W) than that of the Aalto SPD (308 lm/W).
Moreover, the first trial SPD uses three types of phosphors and a red
monochromatic LED which might be difficult to manufacture and more
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expensive. The fourth trial SPD uses only one type of phosphor and an amber
LED. This SPD had higher LER value (327 lm/W) compared to the LER value of
the Aalto SPD (308 lm/W). The fourth trial SPD also had CQS Qp (Fourth trial
SPD = 98, Aalto SPD = 101) and CQS Qg (Fourth trial SPD = 118, Aalto SPD =
114) values close to those of the Aalto SPD. However, its CIE CRI value was low.
The CIE CRI has many deficiencies and CIE Technical Committee 1–62
concluded that it is not well-suited for white LEDs [48]. Moreover, several visual
experiments [45], [46], [55], [82] with LED light sources indicate that even
LEDs with a low value of CIE CRI can produce visually appealing, vivid and
natural light. Therefore, if CIE CRI is not considered, the fourth trial SPD was a
simplified LED SPD having CQS Qp and CQS Qg values close to those of the
Aalto SPD. Hence, the simulation results show that it is possible to generate
simplified LED spectra that have higher LER and also CQS Qp and CQS Qg
values similar to those of the preferred complex LED SPDs found in previous
user acceptance studies [45], [46].
As electric lighting is one of the major consumers of electricity in office
buildings, retrofitting old lighting systems in existing office buildings is one of
the options to increase energy efficiency. Presently, there is a wide range of
lighting retrofitting technologies on the market that offer improvements in
lamp, ballast, luminaire technology and lighting control. The lighting
retrofitting case study [II] demonstrated that retrofitting T8 fluorescent
luminaires with LED luminaries in an existing office building minimizes the
energy consumption and improves lighting quality and user satisfaction. The
study also demonstrated that by installing LED luminaires equipped with an
inbuilt lighting control system installation time and costs can be reduced and
additional energy savings can be achieved. Energy savings due to LED
luminaires without dimming were 38% of the pre-retrofit power consumption,
while the LED luminaires with active dimming brought 68% savings. The
greater savings given by the LED luminaires with active dimming control are
due to the fact that the control systems reduce the average daily equivalent
hours of peak power of the lighting system. The study indicates that a lighting
system with dimming control on average consumes about 30% less than the
same lighting system without dimming control. Photometric measurements
showed that the illuminance level and illuminance uniformity before the retrofit
did not meet European standard [89] requirements. After the retrofit, the
illuminance level and illuminance uniformity were increased to above the
minimum requirements of the European standard. Although due to the retrofit
the UGR values in the office rooms were increased, nevertheless the values were
below the upper limit specified in the European standard. The retrofit also
increased the user satisfaction of different aspects of lighting and the users
preferred the new lighting system.
The third study [III] investigated the hue-heat hypothesis with CCTs of white
light commonly found in indoor workplaces. This study sought to test the
hue-heat hypothesis with white light rather than with coloured light since the
latter does not have any practical application in offices. The results of the study
did not indicate the order of subjects’ median rating for thermal sensation and
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thermal comfort completely in accordance with the hue-heat hypothesis and
failed to provide support for the existence of a general correlation between light
source CCT and occupants’ thermal sensation or thermal comfort. The results
also demonstrated that using CCT to produce a significantly cooler sensation in
order to feel thermally more comfortable at high room temperature and
vice-versa was not possible. One possible factor for the failure to provide
support for the hue-heat hypothesis might be that, contrary to common belief,
the light source CCT simply does not affect subjective thermal sensation, or the
effect might be too small to have practical significance [90]. For example,
Takakura et al. [91] evaluated subjects’ thermal sensation while watching video
images of a warm (scenery of a hot desert) or a neutral (a gray screen) or a cool
(scenery of snow) landscape found significant differences in the subjects’ core
body temperature but did not find significant differences in the subjects’
thermal sensation. This implies that the effect might be insufficient to modify
the subject’s judgement of thermal sensation. Ho et al. [92] demonstrated that
a blue object is more likely to be judged as warm than a red object, an effect
which contradicts the hue-heat hypothesis. In this study such opposite effect
was not observed. A second reason might be that the physiological effects of CCT
on thermal sensation or thermal comfort might be more pronounced in a colder
temperature than in the temperatures employed in this study [93]. However, if
the physiological effects of CCT are observable in a colder temperature, it is still
not possible to use the temperature in offices and hence would be of no practical
consequence. Another reason might be that CCT preference rather than the
judgement of thermal sensation or comfort might be acting during the subjects’
assessments. The highest rating for thermal comfort at 4000 K might be due to
CCT preference rather than thermal judgement as people prefer the CCT of
4000 K for office lighting [V]. The results of this study indicated that people feel
thermally more comfortable in office with lighting at 4000 K than with lighting
at 2700 K or 6200 K.
In the fourth study [IV], a methodology was proposed to incorporate data from
lighting studies relating colour quality to comfort or productivity in an
intelligent building automation system. The approach for proposed
methodology was general and any studies relating colour quality to comfort or
productivity may be used. The simulation results demonstrated that there is
energy savings potential due to the proposed approach. The presented data was
sufficient for demonstrating the methodology, however, the data were not
sufficient for drawing definitive conclusions on the percentage of power savings
that may be attained by the approach. Therefore, the contribution of the study
was the methodology and not the numerical result which was only presented as
proof-of-concept. The function used in the study (Figure 12) could be replaced
by other studies relating colour quality to comfort and productivity and the
proposed methodology would be otherwise useful.
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5.2

Preference studies for LED lighting

Two experiments were conducted for subjective preference of LED office
lighting.
The first study [I] was carried out in lighting booths to investigate the
subjective preference of a simplified LED SPD (realized with 3 different types
of LEDs called SPD1) in comparison with the preferred LED SPD found in
studies [45], [46] (realized with 9 different types of LEDs called reference SPD).
Both SPDs (simplified and reference) had similar values of CQS Qp (SPD1 =98,
reference SPD = 100) and CQS Qg (SPD1 = 114, reference SPD = 119). The CIE
CRI of reference SPD was 82 and that of SPD1 was 86. In addition, another
single warm white LED (called SPDP) that had a very high CIE CRI (Ra = 96)
was also compared with the reference SPD. SPDP had lower values of CQS Qp
(SPDP =94, reference SPD = 100) and CQS Qg (SPDP = 100, reference SPD =
119) than the reference SPD. In the comparison evaluation between SPD1 and
the reference SPD, the naturalness of lemon and the observers’ hands as well as
the brightness of the lit environment inside the booth were better under the
SPD1 than under the reference SPD. However, the MCC and other objects
looked more colourful under the reference SPD compared to SPD1. The
colourfulness value of the most objects calculated with CAM02UCS under the
reference SPD was higher than under SPD1 which provides an explanation for
the higher observer mean ratings for colourfulness under the reference SPD.
Both SPD1 and the reference SPD had similar values of CQS Qp, CQS Qg, and
the LER of SPD1 (322 lm/W) was greater than that of the reference SPD (256
lm/W). Moreover, SPD1 was realized with only three different types of LEDs
whereas the reference SPD was realized with nine different types of LEDs.
Therefore, it can be seen that the simplified SPD being more efficient, cost
effective, and simpler can provide similar or better colour quality characteristics
compared to the preferred complex SPD. Similarly, in the comparison
evaluation between SPDP and the reference SPD, the naturalness of the fruits
and the observers’ hands under the reference SPD were better than under the
SPDP. This indicates that the high value of CIE CRI (Ra = 96) of SPDP compared
to that of the reference SPD (Ra = 82) did not guarantee that SPDP renders the
naturalness of the fruits and hands better. The observers’ mean ratings for the
brightness of the lit environment under the reference SPD was statistically
significantly higher compared to SPDP. This contradicts the claims of Fotios
[94] that when two scenes are under lamps of similar CCT, the lamp with higher
CIE CRI will appear brighter. The colourfulness of the MCC and the objects, and
overall preference for the lit environment were also statistically significantly
higher under the reference SPD compared to SPDP. The results indicated that
peoples’ preference for LED lighting corresponds better to the CQS Qp and CQS
Qg values than the CIE CRI value.
The second preference study [V] was conducted in an office room. Among nine
different lighting situations (combining 300 lx, 500 lx, and 750 lx with 3000 K,
4000 K, and 5000 K), the combination of 750 lx with 4000 K was statistically
significantly preferred for LED office lighting. This combination also had the
highest observers’ mean rating for the pleasantness of the lit environment,
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visual comfort, the natural appearance of the observers’ hand, the natural
appearance of the MCC’s colours, and the natural appearance of furniture.
Although, the combination of 750 lx with 3000 K was a higher illuminance level
than the combinations of 500 lx with 4000 K or 5000 K, however, the observers’
mean ratings for pleasantness, visual comfort, brightness, stimulation,
spaciousness and overall preference for the combination of 750 lx with 3000 K
were lower than the combinations of 500 lx with 4000 K or 5000 K. The CCT
of 4000 K was found more pleasant than the CCT of 3000 K for LED office
lighting at all the illuminance levels (300 lx, 500 lx, and 750 lx). In contrast,
Viénot et al. [65] found that a lit environment with LEDs inside a lighting booth
under 2700 K was judged more pleasant than 4000 K and 6500 K at 150 lx and
600 lx. The reason for the highest rating for pleasantness under 2700 K at the
lowest illuminance (150 lx) or at the highest illuminance (600 lx) in the study
[65] might be due to the restricted illuminated field of view in the light booth.
The observers’ mean rating for visual comfort under 4000 K was higher than
under 3000 K at 300 lx and 500 lx and statistically significantly higher under
4000 K than under 3000 K at 750 lx. This result supports the findings of Lin et
al. [66] who found that observers’ mean rating for comfort under 4000 K was
higher than under 3000 K at 600 lx. At 500 lx and 750 lx, the observers’ mean
rating for the brightness of the room under 5000 K was statistically significantly
higher than with 3000 K or 4000 K, which supports the finding of previous
studies [65], [66], [95] that the observers’ impression of brightness increased
with an increased CCT. The office room appeared most spacious under 5000 K
at all three illuminance levels which might be due to the fact that brightness
prompts the impression of spaciousness [96]. The statistically significantly
higher observers’ mean rating for stimulation under 5000 K at all three
illuminance levels found in this study might be due to the observation that
mental activity levels are higher under a higher CCT than under a lower CCT
[97].
Observers from Europe found the CCT of 4000 K more pleasant than the CCT
of 3000 K and 5000 K, and observers from Asia found the CCT of 5000 K more
pleasant than the CCT of 3000 K or 4000 K for LED office lighting. At 300 lx
and 750 lx, all three ethnic groups’ mean ratings for visual comfort as well as
their overall preference were highest under 4000 K. However, at 500 lx
observers from Asia and Africa had the highest mean rating under 5000 K and
Europeans had the highest mean rating under 4000 K for visual comfort and
overall preference. The European observers preferred 3000 K for the
naturalness of their hand at all three illuminance levels which is in line with the
results of Quellman and Boyce [77] who found that a compact fluorescent lamp
with 3000 K was preferred over the 4000 K and 5000 K for naturalness of
European hands’ skin. The results of this study showed that Europeans
preferred the CCT of 4000 K for LED office lighting. Although both Asians and
Africans preferred a higher CCT than 3000 K for LED office lighting the choice
between 4000 or 5000 K depended on illuminance levels; both of the groups
preferred 4000 K at 300 lx and 750 lx, and 5000 K at 500 lx.
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The goal of this thesis was to improve LED office lighting by investigating
different approaches for energy efficiency and colour quality improvement and
subjective preferences. Four approaches, namely, optimization of LED spectra,
lighting retrofitting, potential correlation between CCT and thermal sensation,
and smart indoor lighting control were studied for energy efficiency and colour
quality improvement. User acceptance studies for simplified and preferred
complex LED spectra were conducted in lighting booths. The preferred
combination of illuminance level and CCT, preferred CCT at different
illuminance levels, and preferred CCT of ethnic groups (Asian, European, and
African) for LED office lighting were investigated in an office room.
The simulation results and the user acceptance studies of LED spectra
indicated that it is possible to generate simplified LED spectra that people would
prefer, and that would provide colour quality characteristics similar or even
better than the preferred complex spectra and thus could be commercially
exploitable. The user acceptance studies also suggested that while designing
simplified LED spectra attention should be given to the values of
reference-based metrics (such as the CQS colour preference scale (Qp)) and
area-or-volume-based metrics (such as the CQS gamut area scale (Qg)), rather
than the value of CIE CRI. The lighting retrofitting case study showed that by
replacing T8 fluorescent luminaires with LED luminaries in an existing office
building’s lighting systems contribute significant energy savings, and improve
lighting quality and office worker satisfaction. The study also demonstrated that
additional energy savings without increase in installation time and costs for a
control system can be achieved by replacing the T8 fluorescent luminaires with
LED luminaries equipped with inbuilt lighting controls. The results on the
impact of light source CCT on thermal sensation and thermal comfort indicated
that varying the CCT of office lighting cannot be a tool for reducing the energy
consumption for lighting in offices and simultaneously maintaining the thermal
comfort of office workers. Office workers feel thermally more comfortable with
lighting at the CCT of 4000 K than lighting at 2700 K or 6200 K. A methodology
has been proposed and demonstrated to incorporate data from lighting studies
relating colour quality to comfort and productivity to a building automation
system.
The findings for the preferences for LED office lighting indicated that the
preferences are not only influenced by illuminance level changes but also by
light source CCT changes, and that the proper combination of the illuminance
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level and CCT is important for giving a better visual impression. Office workers
prefer to have a higher illuminance level than given in today's indoor lighting
standards and the CCT of 4000 K for office lighting. The CCT of 4000 K was
found to be visually more comfortable than the CCT of 3000 K for office
workers. The impression of brightness, feeling of stimulation and impression
of spaciousness in the office room was found to increase with a higher CCT. The
CCT of 4000 K was preferred for office lighting by the European group and with
the Asian and African groups the preference between 4000 K and 5000 K
depended on illuminance levels.
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